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Annotation:
Reforms and positive changes in Uzbekistan in all areas of life in the article in the article in the following areas of life, in the context of building civil society, the Uzbek people are married to the structure of the self-government. The role of the way in the life of the family, family and society is aimed at studying the essence of the political and historical point of view, the content of the "Mahallabaya" operating system.

The maintenance techniques used historical, political, philosophical, sociological, psychological, psychological, pedagogical literature, analysis, historical and logical methods of analysis.

The results of the study were ancient neighborhoods in our Motherland, where the housing complexes in the fortress were divided into its inner walls, the streets of 8 mahallas.

Introduction
The issue of preservation of national and spiritual values of nations in the current 21 socio-economic and political change in the world is growing in the beginning of the 21st century, the issue of maintaining national and spiritual changes and delivery to future generations is becoming increasingly important. Voluntary socio-economic, political change, political change, based on the active civil
position, provides an active participation in the activities of its self-government bodies, which are the unique local governance structure. This is confirming that the role and prestige of the structure as an independent institution in the life of society is increasingly important. Some theoretical and practical problems related to this topic K. Kamilov [4], M.S. Supavonkulov [5], S. Sultanov [6], A. Tulaganov [7], G. Malikova [7], G. Malikova [7] [8], G. Ismailova [10], Z. Reumailova [10], historian scientists G. Mumarova [11], R. Shamsutdinov, A. Ishakovov [12].

Extensive opportunities to our people in all areas due to the active internal policy of the state have allowed the population to actively participate in the management processes, primarily local links. This is confirmed by the Institute of Local Higher Management in the context of building civil society and the role and prestige of the life of society. Therefore, the Uzbek people are of scientific and practical significance of the structure of traditional self-government, in the historical perspective in the life of family and society. President of the country "... Today, the mahalla must appear as a large social force. Because activists, the elders who saw a lot, our experienced brightness claimed to solve any problem with the public, and the public is able to guide young people who make mistakes. This structure is a sign that the place of this structure in society is high [1-5].

Resolution of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. PP-4602 "On the organization of the Mahalla and Family Support of the Mahalla and Family Support Activities of the Republic of Uzbekistan" On January 28, 2022 "2022 Decree of PF-60 of the New Uzbekistan Development Strategy for 2026, March 1, 2022. Improving the system of support with family and women, mahalla and the support system On measures, the decree No. of PF-81 serves to perform the tasks set out in other regulations in this area [6-7].

Materials and methods
The study used historical, political, sociological, psychological, psychological, pedagogical literature, methods, and methods.

Results and Discussion
In Uzbek society, the highest form in living as a team is the neighborhood. The form of local communities, local levels of self-government is home to centuries. Even today, he is not absorbed into the depths of history. The neighborhood with deep historic roots, organizing the daily life of the people, creates a regular ethical system based on a democratic foundation. These are the equality of all team members, respecting the test of time. Although the mahalla has been in our country for centuries, it has gained a decent socio-legal status only after the state of independence of Uzbekistan. The reorganization of neighborhoods is an important legal democratic value that serves to actively involve the widespread management of the state and the development of political culture [2-7]. From the first days of independent development of our country, great attention is paid to increasing the role and importance of citizens' self-government bodies in the life of our society. The country's adoption of the Republican Charitable Foundation "Mahalla" was established in 1992 and the adoption of the Law on Citizens' self-government bodies in 1993 is the state support for neighborhoods can be brighter evidence.

Our great ancestor's popular phrase, "Strength - is righteous," will significantly determine the content of the activities of citizens' self-government bodies. The tasks in front cannot be effected effectively, hoping for local life without a fair decisibility and despite humanity [8-10].

The ministry's ministry is great to ensure peace and tranquility in our country, peaceful work of our
people.

Today, work is being done effectively as the backbone of the self-government system in the neighborhood. In other words, glorifying the social activity of citizens, increasing the social activity of citizens, strengthening the social activity of citizens, strengthening the social activity of citizens, strengthening the social activity of citizens, strengthening the people of the families, strengthening the social activity of citizens, strengthening the people of the family, to increase the social activity of citizens, strengthen the social activity of citizens, strengthen the social activity of citizens, strengthen the people of the families, strengthen the social activity of citizens, strengthen the social activity of citizens, strengthen the social activity of citizens, strengthen the social activity of citizens [11-17].

In our country, the citizens' self-government is an important factor in the direct development of our neighborhood institute, which is only one of the important branches of civil society. So, on the basis of the citizens' self-governing institute, the Mahalla Institute is also developed by the Center for Family Business, and, first of all, are characterized by the following features:

First, the increase in the role of the neighborhood on the basis of the citizens' self-government management is fully compatible with our national mentality and the traditions of our nationality and the role of our people[18-24];

Second, no country is similar to any country in the world emerged as the most important link in civil society institutions in our country and plays a leading role in its development;

Third, the introduction of public structure "Mahalla Posbayon" in the neighborhood ensures that it is directly from neighborhoods, in which one of the families living in our country.

Today, the assessment of its independent governance activities, an important instructor of the formation of civil society as self-government bodies, and focused on the further development of this institute's activities during the years of independence. President of the Republic of Uzbekistan Sh. Mirziyoyev on February 3, 2017 "Measures to further improve the mahalla institute [25-34].

Signed a decree "on". This Decree has launched a new stage in further development of the activities of the Namora Institute. Also, Decree of the President of the President to January 28, the New Uzbekistan Development Strategy for 2022-2026, with family and women on March 1, 2022 On measures to improve the work, the neighborhood and support support system "Nuroni" and "Nuroni" and "Mahalla" and their O 'in the life of our society He plays an important role in further improving RNI and status [35-40].

Conclusions

The above, as a result of local self-government bodies in the field of national development stage, the following conclusions were presented:

1. Uzbekistan has long been confirmed by the structure of local self-government, i.e. the neighborhood of the neighborhood, the main management of the people of our people for centuries.

2. In the world, in the context of geopolitical threats, it is once again confirmed that it is impossible to pay special attention to the nation to our people as an individual and future, healthy and future, which is primarily referring to the mahalla;

3. Research on the initiatives to support the activities of the citizens' self-government body, and their self-proposals and self-involvements as a person who has the authority to actively involve legal
entities in the neighborhood territory. The transfer of authority to manifest it, the necessary proposals were made in the future that it would have its own financial basis;

4. Creating their drivers, based on the specifics of the neighborhood growth points, the specific features of each neighborhood have been confirmed that the population has led to a positive effect on their way of life.
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